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Kinetic Nucleators Maximize Cell
Distribution in Foam Extrusion
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Foaming Agent
(Blowing Agent) A substance which is capable of producing a cellular structure via a foaming process in a

variety of materials that undergo hardening or phase transition, such as polymers and plastics.

Two technologies:

Physical Blowing Agent

(Chemical Foaming Agent, CFA)

(Gas Injection)

Cellular structure created by
injecting gas in a super critical
state directly into the barrel
through equipment
modifications.

Cellular structure created by
a chemical reaction and heat
during the plasticating
process.

For high and medium density
foams, gases utilized are
usually

N2

or

Chemical Blowing Agent

CO2

Gas Injection shown

Gas generated is usually
CO2, N2, or a combination for
high-to-medium density
CFA shown
foams.

N2

And/or

CO2
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Expectations of Modern CFA
• Early CFA Technology:
• 400-500 micron cells were common and acceptable in
commodity parts
• High gauge variability and process challenges
• Closed-and-Open cells
• ADC is most common worldwide; Challenges due to potential
toxicity
• No longer acceptable for use in food packaging, children's
products

• Modern CFA Technology:
• Process Friendly formulations – “Value Added” formulas for easy
processing
• Uniform cell structure = more consistent physical properties,
better surfaces
• Customers seek 200 microns cells and below, more Closed-Cell
content
• Fine Cell structure = better retention of physical properties like
impact strength and elongation at break

Nucleation

Foam Nucleation is the point at which the physical separation of
solid, liquid, and gas occurs.
Gas Injection

CFA
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Pressure

Homogeneous Nucleation
Bubble Inflations Position

Pressure
Equilibrium

Homogenous
nucleation occurs when
any gas, made fully
soluble under adequate
pressure, forms a
cellular structure
primarily from phase
separation of the gas
and polymer.

Distance from Die Exit

F
L
O
W

Melt Phase

Foam Phase
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Heterogeneous Nucleation
(through particulate nucleation)
Heterogeneous Nucleation refers to the formation of cells on the
surface of a physical particle. Talc, Calcium Carbonate, and other
minerals are commonly used in foam applications to create nucleation
sites, the point at which a bubble can form during phase separation.
Choice of nucleator should
help to influence properties
required by the finished goods.
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K-Nucleator™

Kinetic Nucleator
(KN)

• A particle nucleator that improves component
dispersion by creating turbulence along the boundary
layer.
• Reedy Chemical Foam & Specialty Additives is the
exclusive provider of Kinetic Nucleators for foamed
thermoplastics.

Nucleator Types

K-Nucleator™

Static

Active

Kinetic

Talc, Calcium Carbonate and
other particles are static
nucleators. They are physical
items, usually a mineral, and are
there to create a starting point for
a bubble to grow as gas comes
out of solution. It is the
processor’s job to adequately
mix these minerals in order to get
good nucleation at the die exit.

CBA – Chemical Blowing Agents are
active nucleators. Bubbles are created,
in-situ, via chemical reaction at a set
temperature. This creates small cells for
HFC, HCFC and other physical gasses to
reside while creating a closed cell
structure. XPS food packaging has better
surface and lower environmental impact
due to this technology. CO2 is the most
common, like most Safoam products.

KN - Kinetic Nucleators™ are
minerals, but they are not static
nucleators. There is action, but they
are not active nucleators. “Kinetic”
describes the mixing motion
created by the star shape, aspect
ratio, the movement along the
boundary layer while in the barrel,
and the multi-angle surface area on
the particle itself as it leaves the
die. Cells are formed, KN keeps
moving and bubble creation starts
again.

HDPE Extrusion Case Study

12/10/15

HDPE: Bapolene 3255, MI 8.0, Density 0.960
Extruder: 1.25” single screw, 30:1 L/D, 3:1 compression ratio.
Melt Temp at clamp
362°F (183°C)
Melt Pressure:
2250 psi (155 bar)

CFA Endo Blend: 0.50% by weight of a sodium
bicarbonate/citric acid blend.
Nucleated samples contained 0.25% by weight of K-nucleator.

Extrusion profile:

ZONE 1
345°F
174°C

ZONE 2
385°F
196°C

ZONE 3
385°F
196°C

ZONE 4
355°F
179°C

CLAMP
345°F
145°C

HEAD
320°F
160°C

DIE
320°F
160°C
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HDPE Extrusion Case Study

Endo blend
CELL RANGE

NOMINAL SIZE

(MICRONS)

(MICRONS)

(G/CC)

60-120

100

0.533

DENSITY

Endo Blend + Reedy KN
DENSITY

CELL RANGE

NOMINAL SIZE

DENSITY

DENSITY

REDUCTION

(MICRONS)

(MICRONS)

(G/CC)

REDUCTION

44.5%

50-160

105

0.464

51.7%
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Inside the Extruder
A laminar flow is typical in extrusion
processing. Talc is commonly used to
create nucleation sites. Over time, talc
may build up on the screw, the barrel
walls and the die.

Introduction of Kinetic Nucleator improves
mixing and component dispersion along
the boundary layer. This creates smaller
and more evenly dispersed cells, allowing
for more efficient use of the same volume
of gas.

Free Stream

Boundary Layer
Surface of Object

Unsteady
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Polypropylene Extrusion
Polypropylene: Exxon PP4712E1, 2.8 MFI
1.25” single screw extruder, 30:1 L/D, 3:1 compression ratio.

Melt Temperature:
380°F (190°C)at
the clamp
Melt Pressure:
1850 psi

Chemical Foaming Agent (CFA) Endo Blend: 0.36% by weight of a sodium
bicarbonate/monosodium citrate blend.
All nucleated samples contained 0.36% by weight of nucleator.
Talc particle size:
Calcium carbonate particle size:
Reedy KN:

1 micron
1 micron
30 micron

Extrusion profile:

ZONE 1
390°F
200°C

ZONE 2
420°F
215°C

ZONE 3
395°F
200°C

ZONE 4
370°F
190°C

CLAMP
350°F
175°C

HEAD
340°F
170°C

DIE
350°F
175°C

Polypropylene Extrusion
CELL RANGE
(MICRONS)

NOMINAL SIZE
(MICRONS)

DENSITY
(G/CC)

DENSITY
REDUCTION

CFA

50-130

100

0.837

8.1%

CFA + CaCO3

30-100

80

0.754

17.2%

CFA + Talc

30-135

100

0.694

23.8%

CFA + Reedy KN

30-100

85

0.675

25.9%

SAMPLE

CFA

CFA+ CaCO3

CFA+ Talc

CFA+ Reedy KN

CFA+ Talc

30-135

100

0.694

23.8%

CFA+ Talc
No Foam

Cells to
the edge

CFA + Reedy KN
CFA + Reedy KN

30-100

85

0.675

25.9%

CFA+ CaCO3

30-100

80

0.754

17.2%

CFA + CaCO3

Same
conditions
yield ~9%
greater
density
reduction

Similar
cell size;
still not
reaching
edge

CFA + Reedy KN
CFA+ Reedy KN

30-100

85

0.675

25.9%

Particle size in relation to cell size
•

PP foamed with KN yielded smaller cells and lighter weights in each previous example.

•

Common nucleators (talc, CC, etc.) typically generate a fixed number of cells per particle. This is dependent
on the particle morphology of the static nucleators.

•

Kinetic nucleators generate cells due to particle morphology but mostly by the continuously spinning motion
of the particle. The particle releases the cell and distributes it into the melt by shear and starts over.

In this case the smallest cells were generated while using a particle 30 times larger than
commonly used nucleators.

Talc particle size:
Calcium carbonate particle size:
Reedy KN:

1 µm
1 µm
30 µm

How many Earths fit into Jupiter?
Assuming particles are spherical shape:

The KN is a 30 micron particle and has a volume of 14,137.
Calcium Carbonate is roughly a 1 micron particle and has a volume of 0.52
In theory, this means that 17,399 Calcium Carbonate particles fit inside of a
single KN particle, assuming you are using a 64% fill based on random
packing.

With these assumptions, it would require over 17,000 Calcium
Carbonate particles to create the same number of cells as
ONE K Nucleator particle.

Mechanical Properties in TPO Molding
Property

TPO

TPO with CFA + K-Nucleator

1.0

.95

Flex Modulus MPa

1090

1130

Tensile Strength MPa

21.24

21.26

Elongation, %

9.93

13.03

Izod Impact
RT,J/m

340
~(34KJ/m2)

351
~(35.1KJ/m2)

Izod Impact
-30°C, J/m

54
~(5.4KJ/m2)

54
~(5.4KJ/m2)

Heat Distortion Temp, 66psi

75ºC

74ºC

Heat Distortion Temp,264psi ºC

49ºC

49ºC

4.8

4.3

Specific Gravity

Coefficient Linear Thermal
Expansion ,mm/mm/C

K-Nucleator™

•
•
•

Better Mixing
Better Dispersion
Better Properties
Improved component
dispersion results in more
complete homogeneity
throughout the part which
minimizes localized stresses,
hot spots and build-up.
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K-Nucleator™

Formula Component
Dispersion
Base

The Base Material on the top is ABS
mixed with black PVC. Note the obvious
“specks” of the black PVC. This is
expected as PVC and ABS do not mix well
naturally.

Unmixed
Black PVC

Black PVC mixed in with natural ABS.

The addition of Kinetic Nucleator to this
formula allowed greatly improved
dispersion between the two non-miscible
polymers. This indicates that it can
similarly disperse additives like flame
retardants and colors.

Base Plus KN

The components are fully dispersed with the
addition of KN
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K-Nucleator™

Wood Plastic Composites

In a heavily filled Wood Plastic Composite, Dispersion improves while Processing speed increases

Heavy Loading @ 500lb/hr
(w/o SAFOAM® KN)

Heavy Loading @ 1000lb/hr
(w/o SAFOAM® KN)

Heavy Loading @ 1500lb/hr
(with SAFOAM® KN)
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K-Nucleator™

Wood Plastic Composites

Base formula measured by mass percent
• 3wt% lubricant: a zinc stearate and an ethylene
bissteramide wax
• 7wt% Talc: Nicron 403 from Rio Tinto
• 41wt% Thermoplastic: HDPE with a MFI of 0.5 and a
density of .953
• 49wt%: wood filler: a commercially classified 60-mesh
eastern white pine

Extruder was a 35mm conical counter-rotating twin-screw with a 23:1 L/D

K-Nucleator™

Color Dispersion
Organic Phthalo Blue in PVC

BEFORE

AFTER
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K-Nucleator™

Paints Dispersion

BEFORE

AFTER
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Conclusions
•

The importance of component dispersion in thermoplastics cannot be
emphasized enough.

•

Modern expectations in a global environment include “Fool-Proof” formulas that
can translate between production lines and entire facilities. (Reducing machine
to machine variations)

•

The principals demonstrated here showed improved dispersion in chemical and
physical blowing agents, pigments and wood plastic composites. Weight
reduction, through-put and additive levels were all improved.

•

Flame retardants, reactive components and conductive fillers may also benefit.
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Questions?

Visit us on the Web!

www.ReedyChemicalFoam.com
980-819-6930
Sales@ReedyChemicalFoam.com

